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ÉGYPTE PHARAONIQUE

Princess $H.M.T-Rc(W)$: The First Mention of Osiris?

The idea of Osiris is among the central ones in the Egyptian Weltanschauung. Meanwhile, the early monuments do not mention this god and the first half of the Old Kingdom does without the Osirian ideology. Thus, the appearance of Osiris in the inscriptions is a turning-point in the development of the whole Weltanschauung (1) and so the dating of this moment as exactly as possible is an urgent necessity. The earliest records of Osiris on the royal monuments are obvious — these are in the Pyramid Texts of Wnjs (2). The case is somewhat more difficult if speaking about the inscriptions of the private persons, but anyway it is usual to date the appearance of Osiris in Giza tombs to the late Dyn. V — the early Dyn. VI (3) and in Saqqara to a little earlier time, most probably to the reign of Jzzj (4). At any rate, there are no trustworthy records of Osiris in the reign of $N(j)-wsr-rc(w)$ yet (5).

These facts are well known and the absence of Osiris in the inscriptions until at least the second half of Dyn. V is one of the axioms of Egyptology (6). However, during the last decade the assertion was

(1) Certainly, the concept of Osiris is much older, but the fact of transformation of the god whose name could not be recorded into the god mentioned openly is a matter of principle.
(2) The problem of the existence of the papyrus record of the Pyramid Texts is both important and complicated, but it bears no direct relation to the topic discussed (see note 1).
(3) JUNKER, *Giza IV*, 18.
(5) E.g., they are absent in the tomb of $N(j)-rnT-hnw(w)$ and $Hnm(w)-hlp(w)$ typical for that time — MOUSSA-ALTMÜLLER, *Das Grab des Nianchchnum und Chnumchotep*.
published several times that the first mention of Osiris dates back to the late Dyn. IV — the early Dyn. V. This assertion is based on the new dating of the tomb of princess *Hm.l-rr(w)* at Giza that was excavated half a century ago (1).

J. Malek, the first who proposed the new dating, was rather careful yet and he supposed the tomb of *Hm.l-rr(w)* to belong to «middle to end Dyn. IV or Dyn. V» (2), but his followers were categorical. B. Begelsbacher-Fischer was sure the tomb belonged to the late Dyn. IV — the early Dyn. V (3). Y. Harpur dated the tomb to the reigns of *Spss-kl.f — Wsr-k3.f* (4) or even of *Hr(j).f-rr(w) — Wsr-k3.f* (5). If it corresponds to reality, our viewpoint on many aspects of the Old Kingdom Weltanschauung is to be changed. But the conclusions made on the basis of the single monument rather difficult for interpretation are obscure. Our doubts increase when we check up how the dating was made. Only the book by Harpur shows the method of dating, giving us a possibility of such a control and it becomes clear that the dating of *Hm.l-rr(w)*’s tomb was made in an offhand manner, without due regard to the importance of the problem. And what is more, we shall see that Harpur’s dating is at variance with many criteria ascertained by the author herself.

Thus we must verify all the circumstances connected with the tomb of *Hm.l-rr(w)* and try to date it as exactly as possible.

At first sight some facts may be regarded as testifying to the early dating, but a more careful examination shows that neither any of them nor the whole complex is conclusive.

1. *Hm.l-rr(w)* is King’s daughter of his body and her tomb is situated in the Central Field of Giza (6) where the relatives of *Hr(j).f-rr(w)* are buried. It compels some specialists to regard her as the daughter of *Hr(j).f-rr(w)* and, consequently, to suppose her tomb to have been carved and decorated not later than at the very beginning of Dyn. V. However, there are no reasons to regard her as the daughter of *Hr(j).f-rr(w)*. The Central Field is published rather inadequately, its topography has not been studied well enough, the problems arisen by its

---

2. PM III², 243.
4. Harpur, Decoration in Egyptian Tombs of the Old Kingdom, 35.
5. Ibid., 268. This supposition is quite surprising since the cartouche of *Spss-kl.f* is present in the tomb.
materials have not been discussed sufficiently well, and so the chronological sequence of the tombs is not established exactly enough. True, the tomb of $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ is cut in the cliff slope not far from the tombs of the wives and children of $Hr(j).f-rr(w)$ (1), but this fact means nothing by itself — at the present stage of investigating the Central Field a possibility of intruding a later tomb among the earlier ones can not be excluded. Finally, even if the tomb in question is approximately synchronous to the adjacent ones, it does not mean that it was originally intended for $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ and that it was decorated just after hewing. On the contrary, there are some reasons to suppose the opposite. The tomb of $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ of the total area of 73,74 sq.m. (2) is one of the largest in the Central Field indicating that it was destined for a person of a very high position. Meanwhile, $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ by no means is the person of such a position. Her husband is never mentioned or represented in her tomb — most probably he was already dead by the moment of decorating and was buried in some other place. Judging by the low titles of the children (they are $jr(j).w\ b(j)\ n(j)-sw.t$) they could not inherit any posts of importance from their father. Most probably $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ was not one of the senior princesses who took part in the dynastic marriages (3). But it means that the tomb is too good for her and we can suppose the utilization of the tomb unused before. Indeed, only the lintels and the pillars are decorated in the chapel. $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ must have occupied the unused tomb made for some of the nearest relatives of $Hr(j).f-rr(w)$ since belonging to the same kin she had a formal reason to do it. Later we shall see that a number of the decoration peculiarities prove our supposition.

2. The names of all estates of $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ but one include the cartouche of $Hr(j).f-rr(r(w)$ (4) which seems to confirm that $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ is the daughter of the king in question. True, the king's cartouche in the names of the private person's estates testifies to some ties of relation-

(1) Ibid., 64; Reisner, A History of the Giza Necropolis, I, 220.
(2) Reisner, op. cit., 228-229.
(3) Side by side with the title «King's daughter of his body» is $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ entitled «King's eldest daughter of his body», but this fact does not disprove our reasoning. The titles of the pattern $zt\ sms.w\ /\ zt.l\ sms.t$ are still difficult for interpretation (see Schmitz, Untersuchungen zum Titel $st-njswt$, 91-102, 109-133); anyway they most probably have nothing to do with the primogeniture. Thus, $Hm.t-r(r(w)$ can be one of the late infants and a daughter of a minor queen.
(4) Hassan, op. cit., fig. 37-38.
ship, but, anyway, it does not mean that the owner of the estates is the immediate offspring of the king. Since the early Old Kingdom court was essentially one large family with very complicated relations, the estates could change hands in the most unexpected ways, and so the estates named after $Hr(j).f-rr(w)$ could belong to one of his distant descendants, not to his daughter.

3. One of the scribes of $Hm.l-rr(w)$ is named $Spss-k3.f-rnh(.w)$ (1) and for some reason this fact was interpreted as the grounds for dating the tomb to the reigns of $Spss-k3.f$ or $Wsr-k3.f$. Meanwhile, *termini ante quos non* given by the Old Kingdom basilophorous names can say nothing about the chronological gap between the person bearing the name and the corresponding king — sometimes it covers several centuries.

4. The two daughters of $Hm.l-rr(w)$ bear the names $Hlp-hr.s$ and $Mr(j)-s(j)-rnh(.w)$ (2). The sister (or halfsister) of $Hr(j).f-rr(w)$ was named $Hlp-hr.s$ (II) while two of his wives were named $Mr(j)-s(j)-rnh(.w)$ (II and III). Such a coincidence of the names of $Hr(j).f-rr(w)$’s women and of $Hm.l-rr(w)$’s daughters may seem to be an argument for regarding the latter as the daughter of the king in question. However, the names $Hlp-hr.s$ and $Mr(j)-s(j)-rnh(.w)$ were rather widespread (3) and so they can not testify to the special propinquity of $Hm.l-rr(w)$ to $Hr(j).f-rr(w)$ (4).

But in this case a number of features testifying against the early dating can be found.

I. The offering formula of three lines is inscribed on the lintel of the entrance to the tomb (5): the first line contains the wishes of a good burial in the necropolis and of a very good old age, in the second there is a list of the feasts when the offerings are to be brought to the tomb owner, the third consists of the titles of $Hm.l-rr(w)$. Such three line

---

(2) *Ibid.*, fig. 41.
(3) PM III¹, 370, 372.
(4) By the way, these facts were considered by *Hassan*, *op. cit.*, 64-65, who interpreted them in favour of $Hm.l-rr(w)$ belonging to the royal family of Dyn. IV, but he never came to the conclusion that she was the daughter of $Hr(j).f-rr(w)$. (Basing on the fact that the name of her third daughter was $Hnt(j)-k3.w.s$ Hassan supposed $Hm.l-rr(w)$ to be a near descendant of the celebrated queen $Hnt(j)-k3.w.s$ who linked Dynasties IV and V, but this idea cannot be confirmed.)
(5) *Hassan*, *op. cit.*, fig. 36.
inscriptions on the lintels are quite unusual for Dyn. IV (1) and they do appear much later, in the second half of Dyn. V (2).

II. The first line of the offering formula on the lintel inside the tomb (3) containing the wishes of a good burial in the necropolis and of a very good old age terminates with the words nb.t fmiy h r nfr ḫ Hm.t-rr(w), the second line gives the list of the feasts and the titles of the tomb owner, and then her name is repeated in the vertical column of hieroglyphs separating the inscription from the representation of the princess. This breaking of the offering formula with the name of the tomb owner is impossible in the early tombs (4). The name of the owner is being mentioned in the first part of the offering formula (besides the name at the end) only at the end of Dyn. V (5).

III. The epithet of Anubis nb(w) lh dfr is mentioned in the offering formula on the lintel inside the tomb. It is very rare under Dyn. IV (6), but is most common in the later period.

IV. Statue transporting as well as the estates and bringing cattle are represented on the thicknesses of the entrance to the tomb of Hm.t-rr(w) (7). Harpur herself notes that though such a location of the transport scenes is rather common at Saqqara, it is unique at Giza (8). Moreover, the estates on the thicknesses of the tomb entrance are not characteristic of Giza as well (9). It is no wonder since in contrast to Saqqara where the subsidiary scenes prevailed in the thickness decoration, the representations of the tomb owner (originally at a table, then standing or sitting) predominated at Giza (10), leaving no room to the subsidiary scenes (11). Thus the emergence of the transport scenes and of the estates

(1) E.g., they are absent in the tombs of ḫr(j).f-rr(w)'s children.
(2) E.g., ṛḥḥ(w)-m-żt.f, late Dyn. V — HASSAN, op. cit., fig. 142.
(3) Ibid., fig. 46.
(4) BARTA, Aufbau und Bedeutung der altägyptischen Opferformel, 11.
(5) Ibid., 19.
(6) Ibid., 8.
(7) HASSAN, op. cit., fig. 37-38. Due to their poor condition the transport scenes are not mentioned neither in PM III P nor in EATON-KRAUSS, The Representations of Statuary in Private Tombs of the Old Kingdom.
(8) HARPUR, op. cit., 310-313.
(9) See BOLSHAKOV, VDI 177 (1986, No. 2), 113, tbl. 1.
(10) Ibid., 113, 118, tbl. 1-2.
(11) This difference is to be explained by different histories of the chapels and their decorations at Saqqara and at Giza, see BOLSHAKOV, op. cit., 122-123.
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in $Hm.t.rr(w)$ is most likely to be interpreted as a result of the Saqqara influence. But such a location of these scenes appears at Saqqara for the first time under $N(j)-wsr-rr(w)$ (1) and so the tomb of $Hm.t.rr(w)$ is to be dated back approximately to the same time. In the name of the early dating Harpur neglects these facts and comes into conflict with her chronological conclusions, being very precise, as a rule.

V. The representation of the tomb owner on the entrance lintel of $Hm.t.rr(w)$ is separated from the inscription with a vertical line (2). Harpur notes that «partioning is characteristic of late Dynasty V to Dynasty VI » (3), but, anyway, she does not renounce the early dating of $Hm.t.rr(w)$, regarding her tomb as a unique one. The introduction of the dividing line testifies to the fact that the figure of the tomb owner on the lintel was originally just a determinative to his name terminating the inscription, but later (remaining a determinative) it turned into a competent representation (4). Thus we do not deal with a pure stylistic, but with a meaningful phenomenon that took a long time to ripen and that could not appear in a single monument a long time before it became a common practice.

VI. The shape of the cushion on the throne of $Hm.t.rr(w)$ on the entrance lintel is traditional in the second half of Dyn. V (5).

VII. The hieroglyph $\dagger$ is inscribed in the tomb of $Hm.t.rr(w)$ in the form of Dyn. V with leaves overlapped in a wrong way or even in the later form with leaves joining without overlapping (6).

VIII. The tomb of certain $Hmw$ and $Spss-k3.f-rnh(.w)$ is situated not far from that of $Hm.t.rr(w)$ (7). It looks as if one of the owners of the tomb and $Spss-k3.f-rnh(.w)$ represented in $Hm.t.rr(w)$ were one and the same person. True, in $Hm.t.rr(w)$ $Spss-k3.f-rnh(.w)$ is the scribe only, while in his own tomb he is $(j)r(j) b(j) n(j)-sw.t. hm(w)-nfr [Yr(j)].f-[rr(w)]/?, (j)m(j)-r(i) pr (of $Hmw$?), (j)m(j) r(i) hm(w.w)-k3 (of $Hmw$?),

(1) Harpur, op. cit., 312-313.
(2) Hassan, op. cit., fig. 36.
(3) Harpur, op. cit., 310-313.
(4) Ibid., 44.
(5) The datings of the tombs by means of the cartouches given by Cherpin, Mastabas et hypogées d'Ancien Empire, 151-152, are useless for our purposes here.
(7) Hassan, op. cit., 82-91.
but it is not an argument against their identity — the new titles (the more so, as they are not high) can reflect the new stage of the career of Şpss-kt.f-rnh(.w). On the contrary, the proximity of the two tombs and the relative rarity of the name Şpss-kt.f-rnh(.w) make our supposition of the identity of the two Şpss-kt.f-rnh(.w)'s most probable. The fact that Hmw was hlmw(n) of N(j)-wsr-rr(w) gives a terminus ante quem non for the tomb which is to be dated back to late Dyn. V according to a number of criteria. This dating, if we consider the two Şpss-kt.f-rnh(.w)s to be one and the same person, gives us some reasons for dating the tomb of Hm.l-rr(r)(w). Of course, since the length of life of Şpss-kt.f-rnh(.w) is unknown, the chronological gap between the tombs of his mistress and of his own remains uncertain, but the late dating of Hmw and Şpss-kt.f-rnh(.w) anyway refutes the early dating of Hm.l-rr(r)(w).

Thus, the tomb of Hm.l-rr(r)(w) is most probably to be dated to middle or late Dyn. V.

Some other features, though being rather obscure from the chronological point of view, do not contradict the late dating:

A. The order of the feasts in the offering formula on the entrance lintel — rk̇h — wth ḥ — pr(j).l Mnw — is usual under Dyn. IV, but it survives under Dyn. V (1).

B. The order of the feasts in the offering formula on the lintel inside the tomb — wp rnp.l — ḥwlj.l — tf(j).l rnp.l — appeared for the first time under Dyn. IV, but it was in use during Dyn. V as well (2).

C. The form of the hieroglyph ḫnt representing it as a rack of three vessels used in Hm.l-rr(r)(w) is common in the late Old Kingdom tombs, but sometimes it does appear under Dyn. V (3), though not under Dyn. IV.

D. The spelling of the word krs with the harpoon sign in front of s is the early one, but it remains as such till the end of the Old Kingdom (4).

E. The features recently brought forward by N. Cherpion as the dating criteria — the presence of the choker (« collier de chien ») and of the multiple bracelets in the representations of Hm.l-rr(r)(w) (5) — do exist

(1) BARTA, op. cit., 10, 18.
(2) Ibid., 10, 18.
(3) E.g. JUNKER, Giza II, Abb. 7, 9, 10.
(4) BARTA, op. cit., 9.
(5) HASSAN, op. cit., fig. 39-45.
throughout the greatest part of Dyn. IV-V (1) and so they are of almost no importance for dating the tomb in question.

F. A certain Snb-w(j)-k(j)(.j) is represented in the tomb of Hm.l-rr(w) time and again as (j)m(j)-r(3) pr, (j)m(j)-r(3) hm(w.w)-k3, jm3h.w hr nb(w.l)7(f) which means he was the highest attendant of the princess (5). In his own tomb situated near that of his mistress (6) he is called (j)r(j) h(j) n(j)-sw.l, (j)m(j)-r(3) pr, (j)m(j)-r(3) hm(w.w)-k3, jm3h.w hr nb(w.l)7(f) Thus, in his tomb Snb-w(j)-k(j)(.j) besides the titles reflecting his service for Hm.l-rr(w) records the title (j)r(j) h(j) n(j)-sw.l connected with the state service (7). If he had already held this title when the tomb of Hm.l-rr(w) was being decorated, it had to be included into the legends to his representations. Thus, the tomb of Snb-w(j)-k(j)(.j) is most probably to be dated later than that of Hm.l-rr(w) and so it might give termi minus ante quem for the tomb of the princess. Unfortunately the tomb gives us no definite dating criteria, but, anyway, it has no evidently early features as well, and so it does not come in conflict with our dating of Hm.l-rr(w).

So on the basis of the materials of the tomb of Hm.l-rr(w) there are no reasons to suppose that Osiris was mentioned for the first time in a private tomb as early as in the beginning of Dyn. V. The traditional dating of this event remains invariable — the second half of Dyn. V. Certainly, one can call in question any listed argument against the early dating of the tomb of Hm.l-rr(w), since every of them is rather questionable, but as a whole they can be regarded as the reliable evidence for the late dating. Anyway, I considered it necessary to draw the attention of the specialists in Egyptian religion and Weltanschauung to the serious problems set by the dating of this most important monument.

Andrey O. Bolshakov

(1) Cherpion, op. cil., 192-194.
(2) Hassan, op. cit., fig. 39-40, 44.
(3) Hassan, op. cit., 65, supposed Snb-w(j)-k(j)(.j) to be the husband of Hm.l-rr(w), that is quite impossible, of course — he was just her servant. Reisner, op. cit., 229, basing on the fact that one of Hm.l-rr(w)’s sons is named Spss-rw-jstiy (Hassan, op. cit., fig. 41, 44) made an interesting assumption that her husband’s name had to be Spss-rw(w). Unfortunately, none of Spss-rw(w)’s known in the Memphite region (PM 11P, 374, 965) can do for this role.
(5) Ibid., fig. 51.
(6) On the reading and the meaning of the title see Berlev, Trudovoye naselenige Egiplta v epochu Srednego Tsarstva (The Working People of Egypt in the Epoch of the Middle Kingdom), 163-171.